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What is this book about? Expert One-on-One J2EE Development without EJB shows Javadevelopers and architects how
to build robust J2EE applicationswithout having to use Enterprise JavaBeans (EJB). This practical,code-intensive guide
provides best practices for using simpler andmore effective methods and tools, including JavaServer pages,servlets, and
lightweight frameworks. What does this book cover? The book begins by examining the limits of EJB technology— what it
does well and not so well. Then the authors guideyou through alternatives to EJB that you can use to create higherquality
applications faster and at lower cost — both agilemethods as well as new classes of tools that have evolved over thepast
few years. They then dive into the details, showing solutions based on thelightweight framework they pioneered on
SourceForge — one ofthe most innovative open source communities. They demonstrate howto leverage practical
techniques and tools, including the popularopen source Spring Framework and Hibernate. This book also guidesyou
through productive solutions to core problems, such astransaction management, persistence, remoting, and Web tier
design.You will examine how these alternatives affect testing,performance, and scalability, and discover how
lightweightarchitectures can slash time and effort on many projects. What will you learn from this book? Here are some
details on what you'll find in this book: How to find the simplest and most maintainable architecture foryour application
Effective transaction management without EJB How to solve common problems in enterprise software developmentusing
AOP and Inversion of Control Web tier design and the place of the Web tier in awell-designed J2EE application Effective
data access techniques for J2EE applications withJDBC, Hibernate, and JDO How to leverage open source products to
improve productivityand reduce custom coding How to design for optimal performance and scalability
Knowledge processing and decision making in agent-based systems constitute the key components of intelligent
machines. The contributions included in the book are: Innovations in Knowledge Processing and Decision Making in
Agent-Based Systems Towards Real-World HTN Planning Agents Mobile Agent-Based System for Distributed Software
Maintenance Software Agents in New Generation Networks: Towards the Automation of Telecom Processes Multi-agent
Systems and Paraconsistent Knowledge An Agent-based Negotiation Platform for Collaborative Decision-Making in
Construction Supply Chain An Event-Driven Algorithm for Agents at the Web A Generic Mobile Agent Framework Toward
Ambient Intelligence Developing Actionable Trading Strategies Agent Uncertainty Model and Quantum Mechanics
Representation Agent Transportation Layer Adaptation System Software Agents to Enable Service Composition through
Negotiation Advanced Technology Towards Developing Decentralized Autonomous Flexible Manufacturing Systems
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High-Performance Data Network Design contains comprehensive coverage of network design, performance, and
availability. Tony Kenyon provides the tools to solve medium- to large-scale data network design problems from the
ground up. He lays out a practical and systematic approach that integrates network planning, research, design, and
deployment, using state-of-the-art techniques in performance analysis, cost analysis, simulation, and topology modeling.
The proliferation and complexity of data networks today is challenging our ability to design and manage them effectively.
A new generation of Internet, e-commerce, and multimedia applications has changed traditional assumptions on traffic
dynamics, and demands tight quality of service and security guarantees. These issues, combined with the economics of
moving large traffic volumes across international backbones, mean that the demands placed on network designers,
planners, and managers are now greater than ever before. High-Performance Data Network Design is a "must have" for
anyone seriously involved in designing data networks. Together with the companion volume, Data Networks: Routing,
Security, and Performance Optimization, this book gives readers the guidance they need to plan, implement, and
optimize their enterprise infrastructure. · Provides real insight into the entire design process · Includes basic principles,
practical advice, and examples of design for industrial-strength enterprise data networks · Integrates topics often
overlooked—backbone optimization, bottleneck analysis, simulation tools, and network costing
This high-powered book reveals the inside tips and techniques used by successful Turbo Pascal programmers. Helps
users push the language to the limits. The most informative text for Turbo Pascal 5.0.
The two volumes LNCS 8805 and 8806 constitute the thoroughly refereed post-conference proceedings of 18 workshops
held at the 20th International Conference on Parallel Computing, Euro-Par 2014, in Porto, Portugal, in August 2014. The
100 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 173 submissions. The volumes include
papers from the following workshops: APCI&E (First Workshop on Applications of Parallel Computation in Industry and
Engineering - BigDataCloud (Third Workshop on Big Data Management in Clouds) - DIHC (Second Workshop on
Dependability and Interoperability in Heterogeneous Clouds) - FedICI (Second Workshop on Federative and
Interoperable Cloud Infrastructures) - Hetero Par (12th International Workshop on Algorithms, Models and Tools for
Parallel Computing on Heterogeneous Platforms) - HiBB (5th Workshop on High Performance Bioinformatics and
Biomedicine) - LSDVE (Second Workshop on Large Scale Distributed Virtual Environments on Clouds and P2P) MuCoCoS (7th International Workshop on Multi-/Many-core Computing Systems) - OMHI (Third Workshop on On-chip
Memory Hierarchies and Interconnects) - PADAPS (Second Workshop on Parallel and Distributed Agent-Based
Simulations) - PROPER (7th Workshop on Productivity and Performance) - Resilience (7th Workshop on Resiliency in
High Performance Computing with Clusters, Clouds, and Grids) - REPPAR (First International Workshop on
Reproducibility in Parallel Computing) - ROME (Second Workshop on Runtime and Operating Systems for the Many
Core Era) - SPPEXA (Workshop on Software for Exascale Computing) - TASUS (First Workshop on Techniques and
Applications for Sustainable Ultrascale Computing Systems) - UCHPC (7th Workshop on Un Conventional High
Performance Computing) and VHPC (9th Workshop on Virtualization in High-Performance Cloud Computing.
C# Primer Plus teaches the C# programming language and relevant parts of the .NET platform from the ground up,
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walking you through the basics of object-oriented programming, important programming techniques and problem solving
while providing a thorough coverage of C#'s essential elements - such as classes, objects, data types, loops, branching
statements, arrays, and namespaces. In early chapters guided tours take you sightseeing to the main attractions of C#
and provide a fast learning-path that enables you to quickly write simple C# programs. Your initial programming skills are
then gradually expanded, through the many examples, case studies, illustrations, review questions and programming
exercises, to include powerful concepts - like inheritance, polymorphism, interfaces and exception handling, along with
C#'s most innovative features - such as properties, indexers, delegates and events. With C# Primer Plus's dual emphasis
on C# as well as fundamental programming techniques, this friendly tutorial will soon make you a proficient C#
programmer building Windows applications on the .NET platform.
Welcome to the proceedings of ECOOP 2009! Thanks to the local organizersfor working hard on arranging the conference — with the hard
work they put in, it was a great success. Thanks to Sophia Drossopoulou for her dedicated work as PC Chair in assembling a ?ne scienti?c
program including forward-looking keynotes, and for her e?orts to reduce the environmental impact of the PC meeting by replacing a physical
meeting with a virtual meeting. I would also like to thank James Noble for taking the time and e?ort to write up last year’s banquet speech so
that it could be included in this year’s proceedings. One of the strong features of ECOOPis the two days of workshopspreceding
themainconferencethatallowsintenseinteractionbetweenparticipants.Thanks to all workshop organizers.
Lastyear’ssuccessfulsummerschooltutorialswerefollowedupthisyearwith seven interesting tutorials. Thanks to the organizers and speakers.
This year’s Dahl-Nygaard award honored yet another pioneer in the ?eld, namely, David Ungar for his contributions includingSelf. I
appreciate his e?orts in providing us with an excellent award talk. The world is changing and so is ECOOP. Please contemplate my short
note on the following pages entitled On Future Trends for ECOOP.
When you think about how far and fast computer science has progressed in recent years, it's not hard to conclude that a seven-year old
handbook may fall a little short of the kind of reference today's computer scientists, software engineers, and IT professionals need. With a
broadened scope, more emphasis on applied computing, and more than 70 chap
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 12th International Conference on Coordination Models and Languages,
COORDINATION 2010, held in Amsterdam, The Netherlands, in June 2010, as one of the federated conferences on Distributed Computing
Techniques, DisCoTec 2010. The 12 revised full papers presented were carefully reviewed and selected from 28 submissions. The papers
cover a wide range of topics including the application of coordination in wireless systems; multicore scheduling; sensor networks; event
processing; data flow networks; and railway interlocking.
For ease of use, this edition has been divided into the following subject sections: general principles; materials and processes; control, power
electronics and drives; environment; power generation; transmission and distribution; power systems; sectors of electricity use. New chapters
and major revisions include: industrial instrumentation; digital control systems; programmable controllers; electronic power conversion;
environmental control; hazardous area technology; electromagnetic compatibility; alternative energy sources; alternating current generators;
electromagnetic transients; power system planning; reactive power plant and FACTS controllers; electricity economics and trading; power
quality. *An essential source of techniques, data and principles for all practising electrical engineers *Written by an international team of
experts from engineering companies and universities *Includes a major new section on control systems, PLCs and microprocessors
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Conference on Runtime Verification, RV 2014, held in Toronto, ON,
Canada in September 2014. The 28 revised full papers presented together with 2 tool papers, and 8short papers were carefully reviewed and
selected from 70 submissions. The scope of the conference was on following topics: monitoring and trace slicing, runtime verification of
distributed and concurrent systems, runtime Verification of real-time and embedded systems, testing and bug finding, and inference and
learning.
Ideal for novice and experienced programmers alike, this book shows readers how problem solving is the same in all computer
languages—regardless of syntax. Using a step-by-step, generic, non-language-specific approach—with detailed explanations and many
illustrations—it presents the tools and concepts required when using any programming language to develop computer applications. The focus
throughout is on the use of problem solving tools—including problem analysis charts, interactivity (structure) charts, IPO charts, coupling
diagrams, algorithms, flowcharts, and (in appendices) Universal Modeling Languages concepts, Nassi-Schneiderman charts, and Warnier-Orr
diagrams. Techniques are detailed for applications such as page layout, spreadsheets, database management systems, and document
processing, and Putting It All Together sections show readers how to put individual problem-solving techniques together into viable strategies
for tackling specific kinds of problems/applications. General Problem Solving Concepts. Programming Concepts. Problem Solving with the
Sequential Logic Structure; with Decisions; with Loops; with the Case Logic Structure. Processing Arrays. Data Structures. Database
Concepts. Concepts of Object Oriented Programming. Object Oriented Program Design. File Concepts. Sequential-Access File Applications.
Sequential-Access File Updating. Random Access File Processing and Updating. Problem Solving for Word Processing and Desktop
Publishing; for Spreadsheets; for Document Processing.
With contributions by Michael Ashikhmin, Michael Gleicher, Naty Hoffman, Garrett Johnson, Tamara Munzner, Erik Reinhard, Kelvin Sung,
William B. Thompson, Peter Willemsen, Brian Wyvill. The third edition of this widely adopted text gives students a comprehensive,
fundamental introduction to computer graphics. The authors present the mathematical foundations of computer graphics with a focus on
geometric intuition, allowing the programmer to understand and apply those foundations to the development of efficient code. New in this
edition: Four new contributed chapters, written by experts in their fields: Implicit Modeling, Computer Graphics in Games, Color, Visualization,
including information visualization Revised and updated material on the graphics pipeline, reflecting a modern viewpoint organized around
programmable shading. Expanded treatment of viewing that improves clarity and consistency while unifying viewing in ray tracing and
rasterization. Improved and expanded coverage of triangle meshes and mesh data structures. A new organization for the early chapters,
which concentrates foundational material at the beginning to increase teaching flexibility.
\My tailor is Object-Oriented". Most software systems that have been built - cently are claimed to be Object-Oriented. Even older software
systems that are still in commercial use have been upgraded with some OO ?avors. The range of areas where OO can be viewed as a \musthave" feature seems to be as large as the number of elds in computer science. If we stick to one of the original views of OO, that is, to create
cost-e ective software solutions through modeling ph- ical abstractions, the application of OO to any eld of computer science does indeed
make sense. There are OO programming languages, OO operating s- tems, OO databases, OO speci cations, OO methodologies, etc. So
what does a conference on Object-Oriented Programming really mean? I honestly don’t know. What I do know is that, since its creation in
1987, ECOOP has been attracting a large number of contributions, and ECOOP conferences have ended up with high-quality technical
programs, featuring interesting mixtures of theory and practice. Among the 183 initial submissions to ECOOP’99, 20 papers were selected
for inclusion in the technical program of the conference. Every paper was reviewed by three to ve referees. The selection of papers was
carried out during a t- day program committee meeting at the Swiss Federal Institute of Technology in Lausanne. Papers were judged
according to their originality, presentation qu- ity, and relevance to the conference topics.
Most Americans consider a free press essential to democratic society -- either as an independent watchdog against governmental abuse of
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power or as a wide-open marketplace of ideas. But few understand that far-reaching public policies have shaped the news citizens receive. In
an age when mass communication ranges from independent cable channels to the Internet, it is essential to assess these policies and their
effects if we want the media to continue fulfilling their role. Freeing the Presses offers a pathbreaking inquiry into the theory and practice of
freedom of the press at a critical time in the growing overlap between modern media and political discussion. Six political communication
scholars draw upon history, sociology, political science, legal philosophy, and journalism to investigate whether the freedoms and privileges
given to the news media and to reporters actually produce the results we expect. Their discussion covers past, present, and future media
performance and engages a wide range of provocative questions.
This fully revised eighth edition of Joyce Farrell’s PROGRAMMING LOGIC AND DESIGN: COMPREHENSIVE prepares student
programmers for success by teaching them the fundamental principles of developing structured program logic. Widely used in foundational
Programming courses, this popular text takes a unique, language-independent approach to programming, with a distinctive emphasis on
modern conventions. Noted for its clear, concise writing style, the book eliminates highly technical jargon while introducing universal
programming concepts and encouraging a strong programming style and logical thinking. This edition’s comprehensive approach prepares
students for all programming situations with introductions to object-oriented concepts, UML diagrams, and databases. Quick Reference
boxes, a feature new to this edition, provide concise explanations of important programming concepts. Each chapter now also contains a
Maintenance Exercise, in which the student is presented with working logic that can be improved. In addition to each chapter’s text-based
Debugging Exercises, this edition now includes Flowchart Debugging Exercises as well. Important Notice: Media content referenced within
the product description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
For more than 40 years, Computerworld has been the leading source of technology news and information for IT influencers worldwide.
Computerworld's award-winning Web site (Computerworld.com), twice-monthly publication, focused conference series and custom research
form the hub of the world's largest global IT media network.
A comprehensive guide to help you understand the principles of Reactive and asynchronous programming and its benefits Key Features
Explore the advantages of Reactive programming Use concurrency and parallelism in RxPY to build powerful reactive applications Deploy
and scale your reactive applications using Docker Book Description Reactive programming is central to many concurrent systems, but it’s
famous for its steep learning curve, which makes most developers feel like they're hitting a wall. With this book, you will get to grips with
reactive programming by steadily exploring various concepts This hands-on guide gets you started with Reactive Programming (RP) in
Python. You will learn abouta the principles and benefits of using RP, which can be leveraged to build powerful concurrent applications. As
you progress through the chapters, you will be introduced to the paradigm of Functional and Reactive Programming (FaRP), observables and
observers, and concurrency and parallelism. The book will then take you through the implementation of an audio transcoding server and
introduce you to a library that helps in the writing of FaRP code. You will understand how to use third-party services and dynamically
reconfigure an application. By the end of the book, you will also have learned how to deploy and scale your applications with Docker and
Traefik and explore the significant potential behind the reactive streams concept, and you'll have got to grips with a comprehensive set of
best practices. What you will learn Structure Python code for better readability, testing, and performance Explore the world of event-based
programming Grasp the use of the most common operators in Rx Understand reactive extensions beyond simple examples Master the art of
writing reusable components Deploy an application on a cloud platform with Docker and Traefik Who this book is for If you are a Python
developer who wants to learn Reactive programming to build powerful concurrent and asynchronous applications, this book is for you. Basic
understanding of the Python language is all you need to understand the concepts covered in this book.
This book constitutes the joint refereed proceedings of the 14th International Conference on Next Generation Wired/Wireless Advanced
Networks and Systems, NEW2AN 2014, and the 7th Conference on Internet of Things and Smart Spaces, ruSMART 2014, held in St.
Petersburg, Russia, in August 2014. The total of 67 papers was carefully reviewed and selected for inclusion in this book. The 15 papers
selected from ruSMART are organized in topical sections named: smart spaces core technologies, smart spaces for geo-location and etourism apps, smart space supporting technologies, and video solutions for smart spaces. The 52 papers from NEW2AN deal with the
following topics: advances in wireless networking, ad hoc networks and enhanced services, sensor- and machine-type communication,
networking architectures and their modeling, traffic analysis and prediction, analytical methods for performance evaluation, materials for
future communications, generation and analysis of signals, business aspects of networking, progress on upper layers and implementations,
modeling methods and tools, techniques, algorithms, and control problems, photonics and optics, and signals and their processing.
This book constitutes the refereed proceedings of the 5th International Symposium on Unifying Theories of Programming, UTP 2014, held in
Singapore, Singapore, in May 13, 2014, co-located with the 19th International Symposium on Formal Methods, FM 2014. The 7 revised full
papers presented together with one invited talk were carefully reviewed and selected from 11 submissions. They deal with numerous formal
notations and theories of programming, such as abstraction, refinement, choice, termination, feasibility, locality, concurrency and
communication.

This book constitutes the thoroughly refereed joint post-proceedings of the 15th International Conference on Applications of
Declarative Programming and Knowledge Management, INAP 2004, and the 18th Workshop on Logic Programming, WLP 2004,
held jointly in Potsdam, Germany in March 2004. The 18 revised full papers presented together with an invited tutorial lecture and
an invited paper were selected during two rounds of reviewing and improvement. The papers are organized in topical sections on
knowledge management and decision support, constraint programming and constraint solving, and declarative programming and
Web-based systems.
Presents information on how to program software for iOS applications, covering such topics as object-oriented design principles,
using Xcode, developing an Apps user interface, and harnessing iOS device capabilities.
This book constitutes the proceedings of the 27th European Conference on Object-Oriented Programming, ECOOP 2013, held in
Montpellier, France, in July 2013. The 29 papers presented in this volume were carefully reviewed and selected from 116
submissions. They are organized in topical sections on aspects, components, and modularity; types; language design;
concurrency, parallelism, and distribution; analysis and verification; modelling and refactoring; testing, profiling, and empirical
studies; and implementation.
Introducing programmers to the new development environment for Windows that allows creation of high-performance applications,
a book and disk explore Delphi's features and show how to construct one hundred step-by-step examples, from basic
programming to complex Windows applications. Original. (All Users).
A user-friendly, object-oriented language, Python is quickly becoming the favorite introductory programming language among
students and instructors. Many find Python to be a more lucid language than Java but with much of the functionality and therefore
the ideal first language for those entering the world of Computer Science. Python Programming in Context is a clear, accessible
introduction to the fundamental programming and problem solving concepts necessary for students at this level. The authors
carefully build upon the many important computer science concepts and problem solving techniques throughout the text and offer
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relevant, real-world examples and exercises to reinforce key material. Programming skills throughout the text are linked to applied
areas such as Image Processing, Cryptography, Astronomy, Music, the Internet, and Bioinformatics, giving students a well
rounded look of its capabilities.
This volume contains the papers presented at the 7th International Conference on Formal Modelling and Analysis of Timed
Systems (FORMATS 2009), held during 14-16 September in Budapest, Hungary. Timing aspects of systems from a variety of
computer science domains have been treated independently by di?erent communities. Researchers interested in semantics,
veri?cation and performance analysis study models such as timed automata and timed Petri nets, the digital design community
focuses on pr- agation and switching delays, while designers of embedded controllers have to take account of the time taken by
controllers to compute their responses after samplingtheenvironment.Timing-relatedquestionsintheseseparatedisciplines do have
their particularities. However, there is a growing awareness that there are basic problems that are common to all of them. In
particular, all these s- disciplines treat systems whose behavior depends on combinationsof logicaland temporal constraints;
namely, constraints on the temporal distances between occurrences of events. The aim of FORMATS is to promote the study of
fundamental and prac- cal aspects of timed systems, and to bring together researchers from di?erent disciplines that share
interests in the modelling and analysis of timed systems. Typical topics include (but are not limited to): - Foundations and
Semantics. Theoretical foundations of timed systems and languages; comparison between di?erent models (timed automata,
timed Petri nets, hybrid automata, timed process algebra, max-plus algebra, pr- abilistic models). - Methods and Tools.
Techniques, algorithms, data structures, and software toolsfor analyzingtimed systemsandresolvingtemporalconstraints(sch- uling,
worst-caseexecutiontimeanalysis, optimization, modelchecking, te- ing, constraint solving, etc.).
Harness the power of multiple computers using Python through this fast-paced informative guide About This Book You'll learn to
write data processing programs in Python that are highly available, reliable, and fault tolerant Make use of Amazon Web Services
along with Python to establish a powerful remote computation system Train Python to handle data-intensive and resource hungry
applications Who This Book Is For This book is for Python developers who have developed Python programs for data processing
and now want to learn how to write fast, efficient programs that perform CPU-intensive data processing tasks. What You Will Learn
Get an introduction to parallel and distributed computing See synchronous and asynchronous programming Explore parallelism in
Python Distributed application with Celery Python in the Cloud Python on an HPC cluster Test and debug distributed applications
In Detail CPU-intensive data processing tasks have become crucial considering the complexity of the various big data applications
that are used today. Reducing the CPU utilization per process is very important to improve the overall speed of applications. This
book will teach you how to perform parallel execution of computations by distributing them across multiple processors in a single
machine, thus improving the overall performance of a big data processing task. We will cover synchronous and asynchronous
models, shared memory and file systems, communication between various processes, synchronization, and more. Style and
Approach This example based, step-by-step guide will show you how to make the best of your hardware configuration using
Python for distributing applications.
This volume examines computing curricula for computer science.
Provide beginning programmers with a guide to developing object-oriented program logic with Farrell's AN OBJECT-ORIENTED APPROACH
TO PROGRAMMING LOGIC AND DESIGN, 4E. This text takes a unique, language-independent approach to ensure students develop a
strong foundation in traditional programming principles and object-oriented concepts before learning the details of a specific programming
language. The author presents object-oriented programming terminology without highly technical language, making the book ideal for
students with no previous programming experience. Common business examples clearly illustrate key points. The book begins with a strong
object-oriented focus in updated chapters that make even the most challenging programming concepts accessible. A wealth of updated
programming exercises in every chapter provide diverse practice opportunities, while new Video Lessons by the author clarify and expand on
key topics. Use this text alone or with a language-specific companion text that emphasizes C++, Java or Visual Basic for the solid introduction
to object-oriented programming logic your students need for success. Important Notice: Media content referenced within the product
description or the product text may not be available in the ebook version.
Computer Science HandbookCRC Press
This book presents a guide to the core features of Java – and some more recent innovations – enabling the reader to build skills and
confidence though tried-and-trusted stages, supported by exercises that reinforce key learning points. All of the most useful and commonly
applied Java syntax and libraries are introduced, along with many example programs that can provide the basis for more substantial
applications. Use of the Eclipse IDE and the JUnit testing framework is integral to the book, ensuring maximum productivity and code quality,
although to ensure that skills are not confined to one environment the fundamentals of the Java compiler and run time are also explained.
Additionally, coverage of the Ant tool will equip the reader with the skills to automatically build, test and deploy applications independent of an
IDE. Features: presents information on Java 7; contains numerous code examples and exercises; provides source code, self-test questions
and PowerPoint slides at an associated website.
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